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Advances in Multimedia Modeling: 17th International Multimedia Modeling Conference, MMM 2011Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 17th Multimedia Modeling Conference (MMM 2011) held in Taipei, Taiwan, during January 5–7, 2011. Following the success of the 16 preceding conferences, the 17th MMM brought together researchers,developers, practitioners, and educators in the field of multimedia. Both practical systems and theories...
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Chef Infrastructure Automation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Irrespective of whether you're a systems administrator or a developer, if you're sick and tired of repetitive manual work and not knowing whether you may dare to reboot your server, it's time for you to get your infrastructure automated.


	Chef Infrastructure Automation Cookbook has all the required recipes to configure,...
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TestComplete CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Novice tester or expert, the 110+ recipes in this book are structured to be useful across all levels. Use them to increase your knowledge of TestComplete and ultimately master this incredibly versatile tool.


	Overview

	
		Learn to produce easily modifiable and maintainable scripts
	
		Customize...
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Linux Development Platform: Configuring, Using, and Maintaining a Complete Programming Environment, ThePrentice Hall, 2002
Tools for high-efficiency Linux development in enterprise  environments.

Linux developers have access to an extraordinary array of GNU  and open source tools. Now, two leading Linux developers show how to choose the  best tools for your specific needs, and integrate them into a complete  development...
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Web Design for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Web design is the creation of Web sites.With Web sites, you can have your own identity online, a way for you to be able to tell others about yourself. The best part is that Web sites aren’t too expensive to own or make.

There are two parts to design: coding the pages and creating the design. This book teaches you both.You’ll...
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Communications SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
A new edition that takes students to the cutting edge and back!
    Extensively revised and updated, this new fourth edition of COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS is the most complete undergraduate textbook on the theories and principles behind today's most advanced communications systems. 

    New features...
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The Complete Guide to Software TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1993

	The Complete Guide to Software Testing Bill Hetzel Gain a new perspective to software testing as a life cycle activity, not merely as something that happens at the end of coding. This edition is completely revised and contains new chapters on testing methodologies including ANSI standard-based testing—a survey of testing practices. Dr....
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Object-Oriented Macromedia Flash MXApress, 2002
	
		Teaches object-oriented programming (OOP) from the ground up
	
		A step-by-step guide addressed to all programming skill levels
	
		Readers will learn to create dynamic, reusable services with Flash ActionScript
	
		More information and additional chapters can be found on the author's Web site,...
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Murach's Java ProgrammingMike Murach & Associates, 2011

	
		There is a Fifth Edition of this book

	
		Developers often tell me they wish they'd found our Java book first, before spending time and money on others. They also say it's the book they turn to when they're getting ready to learn Android programming. Here are a few of the reasons why I believe this book...
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The Sourcebook of Nonverbal Measures: Going Beyond WordsLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
A few years ago, a bold graduate student in communication, Jack Sargent (now a
faculty member and contributor to this book) asked me, and several other experienced
researchers who study nonverbal behavior, to be part of a conference panel.
At that time, Jack was interested in doing a study that used coding and rating techniques...
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Visual C++ in 12 Easy Lessons/Book and Cd-RomSams Publishing, 1995
Visual C++ in 12 Easy Lessons is aimed primarily at beginning programmers who have never programmed or have
never seen a C++ program. Text, questions, exercises, and numerous program listings are aimed at both beginning
programmers and those new to Visual C++.

If you already program but have never had the time to tackle Visual...
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Digital Audio Broadcasting: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The new Digital Radio system DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) is a highly innovative and universal multimedia broadcast system that will replace the existing AM and FM audio broadcast services in many parts of the world in the immediate future. It is designed for excellent mobile reception, is highly robust against multipath reception and allows...
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